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Jeremy Anderson has truly gone beyond the norm with School Store POS. 
Our company has setup & trained over 400 High School Business Teachers around the  
country, and none have gone the length of POS utilization as Jeremy. 
 
For example, there are a lot of school stores who sell prepared foods & beverages. 
Many teacher advisors have inquired on tracking “all the components” of the product. 
Our answer has been…”Yes, POSitive POS can do that, but it involves a lot of set-up” 
The Marketing Teachers who have asked usually backed-off the idea…. except Jeremy. 
 
Beginning in July 2009, Jeremy & the POS Systems Group staff embraced the concept of  
tracking the assembly of his café beverages. Jeremy stressed that students needed to learn 
“all about the costs levels of making and selling a beverage” So like Starbucks, Jeremy’s 
School Store POS is programmed to track from the Coffee lid to the syrup flavors and  
everything in between…! 
 
Please note, that Jeremy was the 1st teacher to use our new POS software, “POSitive Retail  
Manager”. With PRM, students use colorful touch-screen buttons to sell beverage items. 
In the future, Jeremy hopes to expand the café into a traditional School Store with Apparel, 
School Supplies, etc… In doing so, Jeremy will add another POS Station which will incorporate 
more of a retail look (Barcode Scanner & Smart Keyboard).  
 
We are happy to report that Jeremy & his students love their School Store POS, where each 
day, many valuable, business lessons take place. Jeremy has proved what we always have  
believed ...that if a Teacher takes ownership of their School Store POS program….Good things 
Happen! 
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